
These syllabuses ...

are valid for all exams scheduled until 
31 December 2017. 

And these ones ...

will be effective from 1 January 2018.

Book Your Exams Early
Please give us as much notice as possible. As soon as 
you’ve set a date (and have checked it against school 
calendars/ Communion and Confirmation dates), please 
contact us, even if it’s three or four months in advance. 
We will then treat this as a provisional booking.  

Remember that November, December, either side 
of the Easter Holidays, and April, May and June are our 
busiest times and that, if you leave it until the last minute 
to try and book a date at these times, we may not be able 
to accommodate you. We’ve already received bookings for 
next May.

www.irishboard.ie
Our website is clear, user-friendly, informative and 
uncluttered. 

On it you’ll find the syllabuses and useful information 
directly related to our exams. And, of course, our intuitive 
and easy to use online entry system. 

In the About Our Exams section you’ll find entry forms, 
theory notes, poem suggestions, information about how 
the exams work and how long they take, and much more. 
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LET’S GET CREATIVE!
 We sense that this is going to be a phenomenal year for speech and drama. There is a massive increase 
in interest among young people and their parents in creative expression: particularly drama and musical 
theatre. And a greater appreciation of the value of speech & drama in instilling confidence in young 
people and giving them critical communication skills that will last them a lifetime. Contributing to this 
heady mix is the energy and inventiveness of speech, drama, communication and dance teachers who 
are providing a greater range of dramatic activities than ever before. Let the fun begin!
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Entry Forms
If you don’t use our online entry system (but go on, 
give it a go!), then we’d like to remind you to use 
our entry forms. We have designed them carefully 
to provide all the information we need to administer 
your exams and minimise the potential for mistakes or 
misunderstandings.

Entry Forms are enclosed with your syllabus and you 
may photocopy them if you wish. All Entry Forms are also 
available on www.irishboard.ie. Otherwise, phone or email 
us and we’ll be more than happy to post you a supply.

Bookings will only be CONFIRMED once we have 
received completed and signed entry forms or an online 
entry. Entry Forms and online entries MUST be received in 
the Irish Board office NO LATER than one calendar month 
prior to the proposed date of the examination. Forms may 
be posted, or scanned and emailed to us. Unfortunately, 
we can’t confirm bookings on the basis of a phone call, 
text or email. 

Examination Regulations
In the Irish Board we try to keep the rules and bureaucracy 
to a minimum. Some rules are necessary to enable us 
to be as flexible as we are in relation to dates and other 
matters.

Our Examination Regulations are on p34 of the S&D 
Syllabus and p14 of the MT Syllabus. Please read them 
carefully. 

Speech and Drama Teachers of Ireland
Speech and Drama Teachers of Ireland is the association 
of speech, drama and communication teachers in Ireland 
and is well worth joining if you work in the field of Speech, 
Drama and Communication. You can find them at: www.
speechanddramateachersofireland.ie.  They also have a 
Facebook page, a link to which you’ll find on their main 
website.

Irish Board Resource Centre
We have over 500 books on poetry, mime, stage direction, 
the voice, drama, public speaking and so on. Our library 
catalogue is on www.irishboard.ie. Please visit. Just 
contact us before you come to make sure we’ll be here. 
While we can’t lend out books, you are free to browse. 
There’s a map showing where we are, on our web site, and 
you can download written directions from there too.

dramabooks.ie

On www.dramabooks.ie, our one-stop shop for drama 
resources you will find all our publications – short plays, 
monologues, duologues, teachers’ handbooks, theory 
books, and Movement to Music CDs. Please drop in to the 
site and browse. Some new books are on the way. We’ll 
send a text and announce them on Facebook and Twitter 
when they’re on the site.

Diploma Examination Dates
The December 2016 Diploma session will take place on 
Sunday 10 December 2017 and the June 2018 session on 
Sunday 10 June 2018.

Diploma Examinations
In our Syllabus we provide a lot of information and 
guidance  to candidates and their teachers in relation to 
what they are required to study and know for their exams, 
especially the written ones.

The full range of our Diploma Exams can be found from 
p24 of the Syllabus. 

Please refer to the eligibility criteria for entry to our 
Diploma examinations prior to applying. You will find 
the current eligibility criteria in the Downloads section of 
our website.

Entry Forms and sample exam papers from previous 
years’ Associate and Licentiate exams are available from 
our website:  www.irishboard.ie
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Why Do Speech and Drama?
Speech, drama and communication activities contribute to 
the personal, social, intellectual and creative development 
of children, young people and adults, by opening up 
avenues for the appreciation of drama, literature and 
poetry, providing a structured framework for creative 
expression, and giving technical support and guidance for 
improved skills in communication.

Speech, drama and communication activities such as 
drama games, exercises in movement and mime, verse 
and prose speaking, improvisation and creative drama, 
public speaking, and participating in scripted drama help 
to develop critical skills such as:

•  working collaboratively with others

•  enhancing general communication skills and clarity

•  non-verbal communication

•  listening, speaking, concentrating and observing

•  creative thinking

•  enhancing self-expression, self-confidence and self-
esteem

• using movement and gesture to communicate 
emotion, character and context

• creating and sustaining fictional roles

•  interacting with others in a fictional setting

•  presentation skills

•  improvisational and role-playing skills

•  reflecting on and appreciating literature and drama

Irish Board of Speech and Drama examinations provide:

• an objective assessment of the attainment of skills 
and experience, measured against established criteria

• an independent and professional evaluation of 
progress

• positive critical feedback and guidance for future 
development

•  an opportunity to develop self-confidence and self-
esteem in a safe environment

• certification of achievement 

Why Choose the Irish Board?
Apart from the fact that we are the fastest growing, 
friendliest and most approachable speech, drama and 
communications examining body in Ireland, we are also:

Flexible
You can choose the date, time and venue for your exams. 
We only need one month’s notice. We’ll always do our 
utmost to accommodate your needs.

Inclusive
Our aim is to be fully inclusive. We will examine EVERY 
student, regardless of ability or need.

Encouraging
Our examiners are selected and trained carefully to create 
an atmosphere within which your students can perform 
to the best of their abilities. They will not be uncritical but 
they will be constructive.

Helpful
We’re on the other end of the phone and are always ready 
and willing to give advice, suggest resources, demystify 
the exam process, answer any and all questions you might 
have about the exams and teaching. At dramabooks.ie, 
we have a huge selection of drama books and teachers’ 
resources for sale, all written by practicing teachers with 
vast experience. In our office we have a small resource 
library, open for browsing.

Professional
Our examiners are fully qualified practicing teachers 
with years of teaching experience and vast knowledge 
of speech and drama. They will be discerning in their 
assessment of your students. But they also understand 
the teaching process and the stresses and strains of exam 
time and will work with you to make your exam day as 
stress-free as possible. 

Relevant
We don’t set pieces for exams (although we can suggest 
some if you’re stuck). We believe that the poems and 
drama pieces that best display the skills and personalities 
of each of your students are those chosen through a 
process of dialogue between teacher and student. While 
learning theory is necessary to gain an understanding of 
why and how things work in speech and drama, our theory 
requirements are matched carefully with performance 
pieces and there’s no irrelevant stuff to learn.

Comprehensive
We have the broadest range of exams possible: Grades, 
acting, musical theatre, public speaking, reading, English 
as a second language, communication skills, choral verse 
and diploma. So whatever the particular talents of your 
students, you’ll find an exam to suit each of them. 
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Some Helpful Exam Tips

Entering the Exam Room
For some candidates, entering the exam room can be 
daunting. It is often a good idea to rehearse this with 
your students. Let them practice entering the room 
purposefully, closing the door, greeting the examiner with 
a ‘Good Morning’ or ‘Good Afternoon’ and handing the 
report sheet to the examiner (with a smile!).

Poems
We don’t have set poems for our exams because we firmly 
believe that the choice of the most appropriate poem 
for an exam is best done between teacher and student. 
Remember that the poems should represent something 
of a challenge and a learning opportunity. Try not to 
underestimate the capacity of your students to learn, to 
remember, to interpret and to perform. Encourage your 
students to choose poems that are going to test their 
diction, their breath control and that help them to practice 
the skills of modulation. Over the year we will develop a 
list of suitable poems for each Grade/age group which 
will provide guidance in relation to complexity, and we’ll 
include these in the downloads section of our website.

Drama
Similarly, with drama. Please encourage your students 
to choose pieces that provide them with opportunities to 
develop and demonstrate their acting skills; that challenge 
them to exercise the technical tools you are teaching them 
in class. We want to see your students move, gesture, use 
facial expression. We want to know that they understand 
the dramatic value of vocal variety and silence, of pace 
and intensity, how to alter the mood. We want to see 
that they understand the importance of positioning on 
the stage to achieve the maximum impact, and when and 
how to move. It can help a performance to use a prop, 
for example a candle or a hand mirror, or something that 
lends authenticity to their character. And we want to see 
that each candidate knows how to conclude their drama 
selection.

For drama selections, it can be helpful for the examiner if 
the candidate introduces the piece not only with the title, 
author and character (clearly!) but also with an explanatory 
sentence which sets the context of the selection, such 
as, ‘In this scene, Julie has just learned that her sister has 
been in an accident ...’.

Mime
In Mime, help your students to understand the importance 
of pace, of physical pause, of how to convey emotion not 
only through the face but also the body and through the 

quality of gesture. Encourage them to convey weight, 
resistance and texture. And again, how to conclude their 
performance through freezing their position and/or 
turning their back to the audience.

Recitals
The purpose of a Recital is to convey to the audience 
the essence of the subject. You only need use a few 
lines of a poem, a couple of short extracts of prose, and 
a few characters from different dramas. But the most 
important part of the recital is the script that links the 
pieces together. You can, of course, also use mime and 
music, and try to move between each element of the 
presentation. Remember to set the stage before you 
start your performance, placing furniture at an angle and 
using it to try to create an atmosphere for your recital. The 
speaking of one poem, one drama and one prose extract 
with a few words in-between does not capture the spirit of 
a Recital.

Theory
For theory questions, the examiner will want to know 
that the candidate not only knows the theory but also 
understands it. Otherwise it will be forgotten once the 
exam is over. Candidates will maximise their marks in this 
area if they are able to explain the theory with reference to 
one or more of the pieces being performed. 

Irish Board of Dance Performance
Building on the success of the Irish Board of Speech and 
Drama, we are delighted to announce the forthcoming 
launch of the Irish Board of Dance Performance. The IBDP 
will bring the same Irish Board values of professionalism, 
encouragement, inclusiveness and flexibility to Classical 
Ballet and Modern Theatre dance exams. Our new syllabus 
will be published soon and we’ll let you know when it’s 
available.

Keep in Touch
If you have any questions at all, if you’re looking for 
advice on any of our exams or, indeed, if you have any 
suggestions or feedback about the Irish Board, please 
don’t hesitate to contact us by phone or email (see below).


